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MESSAGE FROM THE  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OUR VISION
To enrich the lives of every young person in Ontario through diverse and impactful  
performing arts experiences.

WHO WE ARE
Prologue to the Performing Arts is a not-for-profit charitable organization that facilitates 
opportunities for young people to experience the performing arts by connecting them to 
high-quality performances and workshops in schools and communities across Ontario. 

WHAT WE DO
Prologue represents and supports a select group of professional artists and artist  
companies who deliver engaging performing arts experiences in schools and communi-
ties across Ontario. We work in partnership with educators, parent groups, community 
representatives, arts councils, foundations, corporations and other arts organizations to 
bring diverse performing arts experiences to young people and families.

Prologue has passed an important milestone – over 50 years! – and we are now into our 
6th decade of supporting performing arts experiences in schools and communities across 
Ontario. As we continue to develop as an organization, we are eager to support a continually 
evolving Artist Roster that features artists who are both artistically powerful and exciting, 
but also who explore topics and themes that are relevant to the lives of young people.

With 6 new artists joining this year’s Artist Roster, we are particularly excited to be  
introducing you to the 2019-20 Artist Performance & Workshop Guide. Our new and current 
artists help young people unpack complex topics through innovative artistic work that 
also exercise students’ imaginations and encourage them to explore new ways of thinking 
about the world around them. In order to assist educators in navigating the Guide, this 
year we have also introduced a series of curriculum connections and relevant themes that 
are explored by Prologue artists. With topics such as Literacy, Well-being, Indigenous Edu-
cation and Experiential Learning highlighted throughout this Guide, our goal is to support 
the learning objectives of educators and strengthen connections to the curriculum.

Thank you for your continued support for performing arts experiences for young people 
across Ontario. Enjoy the Guide and we look forward to hearing from you soon!

 Warm regards,

TIM WHALLEY 
Executive Director

PROLOGUE
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COMMUNITY IMPACT

Artists perform in communities of all sizes and regions across  
Ontario including Windsor, Sarnia, London, Hamilton, Toronto,  
eterborough, Haliburton, Sudbury, Sault Ste Marie, Manitoulin 
Island, Cobalt, Geraldton, Dryden, Kenora and more! 

536,000 
STUDENTS REACHED ACROSS 
ONTARIO AND CANADA

What began in 1966 as the dream of five young mothers 
to provide access to the highest quality in performing 
arts to children and youth across Ontario has since gone 
on to involve in 2017/18:

1,788
performances and  

workshops in English,  
French and bilingual  

formats

175
communities served  

across Ontario
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As a charitable not-for-profit organization, Prologue relies 
on the generosity of individuals, corporations and founda-
tions that support our vision of bringing performing arts to 
young people across the province. 

DONATE ONLINE to  
support access to live  
performances for young 
people across Ontario!

Search ‘‘Prologue’’ at  
www.canadahelps.org

To make or discuss  
donations or other forms of  
support, please contact us 
at claire@prologue.org  
or 416-591-9092 x 0229. 

HELP US TO INSPIRE  
& EMPOWER!

Charitable # 119105476RR001
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In partnership with the Toronto District School Board (TDSB) and the Toronto Arts Council, 
with administrative support from Prologue, tdsbCREATES is a system-wide, grades 1 to 12 
celebration of dance, drama, media arts and visual arts.  tdsbCREATES is a Celebration of 
Student Voice, Creative Ideas, and Arts for All!   
www.prologue.org/tdsbcreates/

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

SPOTLIGHT PROLOGUE - LIVE ARTS FOR 
CHILDREN AND YOUTH
At its annual showcase each year, Prologue celebrates the vital role that the performing 
arts play in inspiring, empowering and sparking the imaginations of children and youth. 
Children, youth, families and educators from across the Greater Toronto Area gather  
together for a very special evening of live performance by current and new Prologue artists 
and artist companies. It is one of many ways that Prologue gives back to its community 
and supports its artists!  
http://www.prologue.org/showcase/

THE POSSIBILITY FUND
Launched in 2005, the Possibility Fund was established with the goal of ensuring that 
Prologue performances and workshops are accessible for young people in underserved 
communities who lack access to performing arts experiences. Presented in partnership 
with the Toronto District School Board (TDSB), Prologue has since engaged new partners 
and supporters to further grow this initiative in order to provide more opportunities for 
accessible and diverse performing arts experiences to young people.  
www.prologue.org/the-possibility-fund/

ARTS CHAMPION AWARDS
In 2016, Prologue launched the Arts Champion Awards to recognize educators, community 
leaders and presenters who work tirelessly to ensure that young people have access to 
performing arts experiences. The award is made annually to at least one individual who 
exemplifies the vision that Prologue has supported for over half a century.  
www.prologue.org/arts-champion-awards/
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ARTIST/COMPANY NAME CONNECTIONS / THEMES PAGE

All-Star Slam d d d 25

Axis Theatre d d d 29

Ballet Creole d d d 11

Bboyizm d d d 11

BoucharDanse d d d 12

Britta B d d d d d 26

Cadence d d 15

Canada's Ballet Jörgen d d d 12

Chris McKhool d d d 16

Dufflebag Theatre d d d 30

Emerita Emerencia d d d 27

ARTIST/COMPANY NAME CONNECTIONS / THEMES PAGE

Fana Soro d d d d 16

Jack Grunsky d d d 17

Kuné - Canada's Global Orchestra d d d 17

Leslie McCurdy d d d d 31

Little Pear Garden Dance Company d d d 13

Mahlikah Awe:ri d d d d d 26

Mike Ford d d d 18

Millan & Faye d d 19

Motus O Dance Theatre d d d d 13

Nathalie Vachon d d d d 28

Quintroversy d d d 19

Raine Hamilton d d d d 20

Red Sky Performance d d d d d 32

Rukhsana Khan d d d d 28

RupLoops d d d d 20

Sheldon Casavant d d d 33

Sitar Fusion d d d 23

Squirrel Suit Productions d d d d 29

Sultans of String d d d 23

Tara Luz Danse d d d 14

TorQ Percussion d d d 24

Tottering Biped Theatre d d d 32

Tribal Vision Dance d d d d 14

UNITY Charity d d d d 27

Will's Jams d d d 25

wind in the leaves collective d d d d 33

ARTIST INDEX
Connections and Themes

d Character Development 
Artists and artist companies whose work demon-
strates the process of creating a believable character 
by giving the character depth and personality.

d Cross-Curricular Connections 
Artists and artist companies whose work sup-
ports and applies knowledge, principles, and/or 
values to more than one subject area. 

d Equity and Inclusion
Artists and artist companies whose work identifies 
and addresses unfair biases, stereotypes or barriers 
that may keep someone from participating fully in 
all aspects of society - creating a more inclusive 
society where individuals feel respected, valued and 
accepted.

d Experiential Learning 
Artists and artist companies facilitate a workshop or 
residency program. These small classroom learning 
opportunities enhance educational experiences for 
students, developing problem-solving skills and 
supporting the empowerment of students through 
creative expression.

d French Education
Artists and artist companies perform their shows 
and conduct their workshops in French or bilingual 
formats. Learning an additional language helps 
develop social and interpersonal skills and promotes 
an understanding among cultures and fosters multi-
lingual world citizens.

d Indigenous Education
Artists and artist companies whose work infuses 
Indigenous perspectives and specifically focuses on 
exploring Indigenous knowledge, artistic expression 
and content within educational settings.

d Literacy
Artists and artist companies whose work celebrates 
the written word and/or incorporates the oral tradi-
tion of storytelling into a performance experience.

d Well-being
Artists and artist companies whose work explores 
mental health and/or well-being by supporting 
students in developing optimism, self-confidence, 
resilience and a sense of belonging.
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FRENCH & BILINGUAL PROGRAMMING
Prologue offre des spectacles interactifs et ateliers spécialement conçus pour les étudi-
ants des programmes de français langue seconde. Notre programmation artistique 
bilingue ou entièrement en français offre une expérience culturelle enrichissante en 
permettant aux élèves d’apprendre selon leur niveau, tout en se divertissant. L’équipe 
Prologue comprend du personnel qualifié en mesure de répondre à tous vos appels et vos 
courriels en français.

Our 2019-20 season offers dynamic and interactive French and bilingual performances and 
workshops for all levels of learning. Through dance, music, opera, storytelling and theatre, 
students can experience French as a living language while having fun and engaging in 
artistic activities.

WORKSHOPS
Many of Prologue’s artists offer workshops to enhance students’ artistic learning experi-
ence in a fun, creative and interactive environment. In-class workshops allow students to 
personally explore a specific art form and work in collaboration with professional artists 
and artist companies. Students can also demonstrate new skills they have acquired 
through presentations at separate school events such as concerts and assemblies. 

Elements of a workshop include:

PROGRAMMING

• Small class size

• Promote well-being and increases awareness of topics

• Help students achieve success in their academic  
environment by putting new skills into practice

• Experiential learning that encourages the use of  
creativity and imagination

• Deepen understanding and appreciation of art forms

• Support empowerment of students through creative 
expression
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Ballet  
Creole

Bboyizm

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Year-round 

Limited Availability 

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

350

300

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$884 +HST 

$1073 +HST

Heart of Cuba
Heart of Cuba celebrates Cuban dance and traces its history to its 
roots. The Afro-Cuban dance was originally developed with the in-
termixing of the African dance of the slaves and the flamenco of the 
Spanish masters. The drum plays a central role in the traditional 
dances – melding movements and music into one.

Benkade
Benkade is a special presentation for Black History Month that  
explores the vibrant cultural heritage of Guinea’s Malinke people! 

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8 AVAILABLEGr. 9-12

WORKSHOP  Afro-Caribbean Dance
A dance teacher (accompanied by a drummer) will combine 
structured contemporary dance technique with the physicality of 
traditional movements derived from the African Diaspora. 

  WORKSHOP PRICE: $488  + HST   |  30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 1-12

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d Experiential Learning

FR/BIL

The Evolution of B-boying
B-boying and B-girling (Breakdancing) was born in the early 1970s 
with roots in Funk music and contemporary African American 
culture. B-boy Crazy Smooth and his powerful company of dancers 
take you on a trip through the evolution of the dance form, featuring 
an interactive dance battle where the audience picks the winner!

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8 AVAILABLEGr. 9-12

WORKSHOP  Foundations of B-boying
This workshop offers a unique chance to safely learn B-boying and 
B-girling (also called Breaking) and Hip Hop dance culture from  
dedicated professionals. Must be booked with a performance.

  WORKSHOP PRICE: $640 +HST   |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 4-12

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Experiential Learning

d French Education

D
A

N
C

E

BoucharDanse

Canada's  
Ballet Jörgen

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited-run,  
Dec. 2019,  Feb. 2020  

& May 2020

Limited Availability

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

300

300

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$1220 +HST

$835 +HST

New
ARTIST

La gigue en souvenir
La gigue en souvenir makes the past come alive through the energy, 
the complexity and the vigour of this traditional dance from Qué-
bec. Six dancers perform on the music of Les Charbonniers de l’enfer, 
reinventing this folk tradition in a contemporary fashion. La gigue en 
souvenir is a bridge between past and present, an ode to this most 
expressive heritage.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 5-10

The Velveteen Rabbit
Dancers bring to life this renowned story of a boy and his love for 
a stuffed rabbit that eventually comes to life. This fairy tale dance 
piece based on Margery Williams’s popular children’s book The 
Velveteen Rabbit, focuses on the importance of friendship, love and 
the discovery of what is real.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-6

WORKSHOP   Dance, Demystified - Ballet 101
In this workshop, students will learn from professional ballet  
dancers how to develop characters and communicate story 
through the language of dance. Using the fundamentals of body  
positions, lines and gestures, students will explore their own  
creativity and develop their own dance. 

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $66 +HST    |  300 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-8

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curriculur Connections

d French Education

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d  Experiential Learning

d French Education

FR/BIL

FR/BIL

»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092 »  For more information please visit www.prologue.org11 12
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Little Pear 
Garden Dance 
Company

Motus O Dance 
Theatre

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

May 2020

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

350

300

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$1037 +HST 

$793 +HST1 

$975 +HST2

Tales of Goddesses and a Painter
In this story exploring the creation of cave paintings along the Silk 
Road, students follow the Chinese Empire’s best painter as he trav-
els and is inspired by the many cultures along the way. This visually 
stunning performance introduces students to the history of the Silk 
Road through classic Chinese storytelling and dance and includes 
audience participation to learn some basic movements from  
several ethnic dance styles.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

"Excellent presentation for all students. This performance was  
the best I've seen in over 20 years in education. I would highly  
recommend them!" 

- Principal, Strathroy ON

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

From Fair & Wide, O Canada1

Motus O combines dance, music, and narrative in this vibrant and 
educational celebration of how fairs and festivals began in Canada 
and how they’ve shaped our great history.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 1-6

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d Experiential Learning

Tara Luz Danse

Tribal Vision 
Dance

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

300

500

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$1000 +HST

$915 +HST

Les bâtons
Les bâtons is a creative dance piece inspired by a musical instru-
ment called "Boomwhackers". Through dance, movement and  
music, the artists combine their ingenuity to transform these  
colourful objects in clever and unexpected ways, encouraging  
audiences to think outside the box! 

RECOMMENDEDGr. 1-8

WORKSHOP  Move Outside the Box!
In this workshop, participants will have the opportunity to move with 
the artists of Tara Luz Danse and explore some of the concepts which 
guided the creation of Les bâtons. Together they will explore dance 
through various movement games, such as the Mirror, Flocking and 
Word-Image.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $350 +HST    |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 1-12

Visions of Turtle Island
Explore First Nations history and traditions and confront stereo-
types in this high-energy, multidisciplinary performance. Visions 
of Turtle Island includes live singing, dancing, and video and image 
presentations to help explain the dances and illustrate the cultural 
experience of First Nations peoples in Canada. The performance 
ends with the traditional Hoop Dance which embodies a message 
of interconnectedness.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Experiential Learning

d French Education

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d  Equity & Inclusion

d  Experiential Learning

d  Indigenous Education

FR/BILAVAILABLEGr. 9-12

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12

13 14

WORKSHOP   First Nations Song & Dance
This high energy workshop is broken into two parts. Students will 
first learn the essentials of First Nations music and be taught a 
simple song. They will then be introduced to First Nations dancing, 
including how and why people dance, and they will pick up basic 
steps and moves. Throughout the workshop, participants will get 
to play team-building games to reinforce what they have learned. 
Hoop dance workshop also available!   
 WORKSHOP PRICE: $457 +HST    |  50 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 1-12

Prisoner of Tehran2

Prisoner of Tehran is a collaboration between Motus O and Marina 
Nemat, based on Nemat’s bestselling book. Through dance, theatre 
and storytelling, the show speaks to social justice, oppression, 
freedom and hope.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 9-12

WORKSHOP Dramatic Dance
This workshop introduces creative movement through mime, drama 
and dance, and supports participants’ creative expression while 
working within their natural abilities.   
WORKSHOP PRICE: $305 +HST    |  30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 1-6

»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092 »  For more information please visit www.prologue.org
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Cadence
AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

AUDIENCE MAX

300

SCHOOL FEE

$975 +HST 

A Capella Time Machine
Take a trip through time with Cadence as they survey over 100 
years of vocal music in 50 minutes! Experience their vocal talents 
in styles spanning Madrigal Singing, Classical, Spiritual, Jazz, 
Doo-Wop, Rock and Blues. Expect high-energy antics, mind blowing 
instrument imitations and lots of audience participation.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8  

Four Men, Four Mics, No Instruments
Impressive vocal arrangements, a splash of choreography, and the 
soul of stand-up comics are combined in this lively performance 
that illustrates how the voice is the most versatile of all instruments.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

WORKSHOP  Master Vocals
Cadence can custom-design a workshop for your choir of up to 30, 
or work with them to bring their repertoire to the next level. Typical 
workshops touch on Warm-up Exercises, Tips and Techniques, Vocal 
Percussion, Instrument Imitation, Improvisation, Circle Songs, and 
Musical History of Vocal Jazz: The A cappella Evolution.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $975 +HST INDIVIDUALLY OR $488 +HST WITH  

PERFORMANCE   |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 4-12

"Today we had the performance of our lives. Cadence was amazing it is 
hard to imagine they are truly real. Not a child left in the room without 
feeling the music in them. Today’s performers asked our students 
many questions, and they prompted our students to think with their 
artistic brain. I am proud to know that I have been able to help our 
children see such beauty."

– Keith Scott, Teacher

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Experiential Learning

M
U

S
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Chris McKhool

Fana Soro

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

300

350

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$495 +HST

$671 +HST

Earth, Seas and Air
School champion Chris McKhool is hailed as "Canada’s greatest 
eco-troubadour for young people",  delighting audiences with infec-
tious songs for over two decades, reaching over one million children! 
Chris gets kids clapping and singing along, and takes his audience 
beyond the 3 Rs to a new level of understanding of our global ecolog-
ical connection to forests, air, water and animals. 100% fun!

Celebrate! Holidays of the Global Village
JUNO nominee/CFMA winner Chris McKhool celebrates the diverse 
multicultural mosaic of Canada with songs about Bodhi Day, Cha-
nukah, Chinese New Year, Christmas, Diwali, Eid al-Fitr, Kwanzaa, 
Ramadan and Winter Solstice. Featuring songs from his appearanc-
es on Mr. Dressup, TVO Kids, and YTV’s Treehouse,  Chris provides a 
vibrant window into many cultures from around the world. 

Chris also leads 3x JUNO nominated band Sultans of String p. 23.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-6

Yamo! Yamo! Greetings From West Africa
In this dynamic and interactive performance, Fana Soro, a  
hereditary master musician of the Senoufo people, shares the 
musical traditions of his home country to showcase the soaring 
melodies, driving rhythms and spirited dances of ancient West 
African performing arts.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d French Education

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d  Equity & Inclusion

d  French Education

d  Well-being

BIL

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12 FR/BIL

15 16

  WORKSHOP  West African Drumming 
and Dance 

As a master percussionist, Fana will introduce traditional playing 
techniques of the djembé, West Africa’s most popular drum, as well 
as other hand-held percussion instruments. He will share call and 
response in various languages native to northern Ivory Coast. Must 
be purchased with a performance, as 2 consecutive workshops or 
one full day of four workshops.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $214 +HST    |  30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-12

»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092 »  For more information please visit www.prologue.org

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12
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Jack Grunsky

Kuné -  
Canada's Global  
Orchestra

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

300

350

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$610 +HST 

$915 +HST

Songs in Action
Right from the 'get go' Jack will have the audience singing along, 
clapping their hands and putting big smiles into their hearts. Jack's 
songs tell stories and open windows to the world taking kids on 
magical musical journeys in their imaginations with his colourful 
palette of musical styles and instruments. 

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-6

Showtime Residency
In this two-day residency, eight classes work closely with  
singer-songwriter Jack Grunsky to prepare and present a concert. 
Each class works on a song and activity prior to Jack’s arrival and 
rehearses with him throughout the first day. On the second day, 
Jack brings the groups together for a school performance that is 
repeated for friends and families in the evening.

WORKSHOP PRICE: $1220 +HST    |   30 STUDENTS MAX  PER 8 CLASS  

RESIDENCY  |   GR. K-6

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Experiential Learning

d French Education

Together! A Global Music Experience
Created through the Royal Conservatory of Music as a celebration 
of Canada’s cultural diversity and pluralism, Kuné showcases their 
traditional knowledge of music from Latin America, Africa and the 
African Diaspora, the Middle East, Asia and North America. Students 
will have the opportunity to see and hear the sounds of the Sitar, the 
Oud, the Cajon, the Dizi, the Ngoni and many more.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-12

 

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d    Equity & Inclusion

d Experiential Learning

New
ARTIST

Mike Ford
AVAILABLE

Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

90

SCHOOL FEE

1 show $330 +HST
2 shows $476 +HST
3 shows $633 + HST

Canada Needs You!
Mike Ford takes audiences on a break-neck tour of Canadian 
history through explorers’ tales, First Nations lore, the War of 1812, 
rebellions, early English-French relations, Confederation and a 
decade-by-decade examination of the country’s explosive 20th 
century. Journey into the nation’s past, as grade-level curriculum is 
brought to life across multiple viewpoints in story and song!

 

Étienne Brûlé Returns
Étienne Brûlé Returns takes audiences from 17th century Wendake/
Huronia to present-day Toronto, through the eyes of the first Euro-
pean explorer to venture across our country. With his memorable 
original songs, Mike Ford recreates the amazement and wonder 
of the ‘’voyageur’’, while questioning what we have become and all 
that has been lost. A journey of discovery and linguistic and person-
al rediscovery, Étienne Brûlé Returns is an interactive song-cycle that 
honors Ontario’s Francophone origins. This performance is only 
available in French or bilingual versions.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 4-8

WORKSHOP  Rapid-Fire Songwriting
Using games of improvisation, brainstorming, rhyme & rhythm 
and more, Mike leads students through rapid-fire stages of song 
creation (a basis for their own curriculum-focused musical pieces). 
The artist works with up to 30 students per one-hour workshop 
in a classroom with chalkboard (or similar device). He can coach 
the same group over two or three sessions for in-depth creation of 
group projects, or different groups throughout the day. 

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $330 +HST    |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 4-12

"His passion for learning history, the geography of our country, our two 
official languages and the origins of our languages were just a few 
of the aspects he touched on as he amazed us with his playing and 
singing. It was a great pleasure!" 

- Cheryl Hockin, Teacher

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d French Education

d Experiential Learning

FR/BILAVAILABLEGr. 9-12

17 18»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092 »  For more information please visit www.prologue.org

BIL

WORKSHOP Songs and Rhythms from 
Around the Globe
In this workshop, students will experience songs from around the 
world, including  Greece, Pakistan, Iran, Brazil and Peru. Using voic-
es, body percussion and instruments, students will learn from each 
other's traditions and explore how we compose and play together in 
our global ensemble.  

  WORKSHOP PRICE: $488 +HST   |   40 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-12

M
U
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Millan & Faye

Quintroversy

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

150

350

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$803 +HST 

$915 +HST

From Twinkle to Stardom
From Twinkle to Stardom explores the challenges and fears that must 
be faced on the road to becoming a performing artist. Combining 
high-level artistry with meaningful storylines, this effervescent and 
irreverent performance uses humour to introduce young people to 
the wacky and wonderful world of opera!

RECOMMENDEDGr. 4-8

WORKSHOP Stage Performance and  
Libretto-Writing
Millan & Faye can offer a variety of workshops tailored to the skills 
and needs of the students. In libretto-writing workshops, students 
will be given lessons and skill building in singing and acting. In 
stage performance workshops, students act out stories while learn-
ing about the different music and story themes.

  WORKSHOP PRICE: $305 +HST   |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 4-12

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Experiential Learning 

Peter and the Wolf
In this adaptation of Prokofiev’s enchanting tale, the audience hears 
how a flute can become a bird, a clarinet becomes a cat and how 
through music and teamwork, Peter can save his friends from the big 
bad wolf. With their instrumental playfulness, Quintroversy and their 
hilarious narrator redefine classical music for a new generation.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-6

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d French Education

d Literacy

FR/BIL

RupLoops

Raine  
HamiltonAVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

Limited- run,  
April 27-May 8, 2020

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

300

600

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

Solo $488 + HST  
(ASL $793 +HST)
Duo $732 +HST  

(ASL $1037.00)

$854 +HST

The Human Radio
The Human Radio takes you on a journey of sound exploring anato-
my, geography and culture. Through body percussion and beatbox-
ing, Rup demonstrates and teaches how the human form is indeed 
a musical instrument. With a mix of hip hop, blues and bhangra, 
Rup’s show tunes into the themes of home, identity, culture, jus-
tice, dignity and celebration.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

Starlight, Stories, and Songs
Folk singer songwriter Raine Hamilton uses her guitar, violin, and 
voice in this set of stories and songs. Combining humour and vul-
nerability, Raine lets the students in on her heart-opening journey 
to self-acceptance. Raine believes that music is for everyone, so she 
offers the show with American Sign Language (ASL) interpretation 
to make her shows more accessible to the Deaf community, and to 
increase awareness of inclusion.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 4-8

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d Experiential Learning

d Well-being

CONNECTIONS: 

d Equity & Inclusion

d French Education

d Experiential Learning

d Well-being

FR/BILAVAILABLEGr. 9-12

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12 New
ARTIST

WORKSHOP  Songwriting Workshop
Participants explore what they have to say using time-tested 
writing prompts about their own memories and experiences. Raine 
walks students through a step-by-step process that still leaves 
room for creative exploration and rule breaking. Raine is happy to 
explore specific themes and curriculum connections.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $427.00 +HST FOR 2HRS AND $549.00 FOR HALF DAY |   

30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-12
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WORKSHOP Raise your V.O.I.C.E (Vocalize Our 
Inner Creative Expressions) Workshop
Students will learn the basics of beat boxing, vocal percussion 
and the art of live looping —  using loop station technology — to 
co-create original music. The group will create improvised, spon-
taneous compositions where listening to each other and utilizing 
each others' differences is the key.    WORKSHOP PRICE: $854 +HST (3 

CLASSES OF HALF-DAY WORKSHOPS), $1652 +HST (6 CLASSES OF FULL DAY 

WORKSHOPS)  |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-12

Babar the Elephant
Babar the Elephant is an introduction to the fabulous 
world of classical music through the musical retell-
ing of Jean de Brunhoff’s beloved Histoire de Babar by 

French composer Francis Poulenc. Through Babar, children learn to 
recognize instrumental sounds and moods, and hear the difference 
between melody and accompaniment. Musical selections include 
Jacques Ibert’s Allegro from 3 Pièces brèves and a few scenes from 
Christopher Ball’s Comic Scenes.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-3

New
SHOW

M
U

S
IC
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“As someone who studied education and has taught for over 20 
years, I see the power that the arts can bring to education.  It  
creates engaged and excited learners, it can deepen learning and 
it can reach students on so many levels (accessing multiple learning 
styles, backgrounds and experiences). It brings us all together.”

– NATHALIE VACHON, PROLOGUE ARTIST

Motus O Dance Theatre, Prologue Artist



In the Footsteps of a Great  
Medieval Traveler
Through captivating music, dance and narrative, Anwar  
Khurshid and Geneviève Beaulieu dramatize the journey of the 
great medieval traveler, Ibn Battuta, as documented in his book 
Rihla. With the help of the audience, they trace Battuta’s route 
through Middle-East, Greece, Turkey, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan 
and China, showcasing the languages, cultures, stories, songs and 
dances of the regions.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

M
U

S
IC

Sultans of  
String

Sitar Fusion

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

350

SCHOOL FEE

$829 +HST 

A World of Music
3x JUNO Award nominees Sultans of String have been called "The 
very epitome of world music: no boundaries, no rules!" This thrilling 
performance presents a sonic tapestry of world music that explores 
styles, harmonies and melodies from around the globe, combining 
Spanish flamenco, Arabic folk, East Coast fiddling, and Gypsy-jazz, 
in a collaboration that breaks down the barriers that divide us and 
provides a model for peace.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-12

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d French Education

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

350

SCHOOL FEE

$762 +HST

AVAILABLEGr. 1-3, 9-12

TorQ  
Percussion 
Quartet

AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

AUDIENCE MAX

300

SCHOOL FEE

$915 +HST

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Experiential Learning

d Well-being

From Far and Wide
In this "show-and-tell" performance, TorQ Percussion Quartet uses 
a vast collection of unusual instruments sourced from unexpected 
places and materials to bring together sounds from the human and 
natural world. Watch as the artists draw inspiration from the tradi-
tional instruments of different cultures as well as modern objects 
meant to mimic nature (like squeaky toys) to create TorQ’s unique 
style of music. Students have the opportunity to choose some of the 
instruments the artists play and sing along using vocal percussion. 
By teaching key listening skills and improvisation techniques, TorQ 
demonstrates the endless possibilities of percussion!

 

Everything AND the Kitchen Sink
This performance is an exploration of how music can be made 
anytime, anyplace, anywhere, with anything and everything. TorQ’s 
master percussionists take seemingly ordinary, everyday objects 
(kitchen utensils, wooden planks, old car parts, even the keys in 
their pockets!) and transform them into an orchestra of musical 
instruments. With a focus on improvisation and audience partici-
pation, this performance encourages students to explore a world of 
sounds without limits.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

 
Paving Your Own Path
Figuring out a path in life can be daunting, especially when it comes 
to finding a fulfilling career. Specifically aimed at secondary stu-
dents trying to determine their next step, this presentation offers an 
opportunity to get firsthand accounts and performances from four 
master musicians. The percussionists discuss their experiences in 
pursuing their passions to build successful careers as arts educa-
tors and professional touring musicians.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 9-12  

WORKSHOP  Ensemble and Creative  
Music Percussion
TorQ workshops focus on ensemble playing and creative music  
making, and everyone in attendance leaves feeling a sense of  
accomplishment. Must be booked with a performance.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $468 +HST  |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-12 

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12
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Will's Jams

All-Star Slam
AVAILABLE

Year Round

AUDIENCE MAX

500

SCHOOL FEE

$854 +HST

Just Imagine
Just Imagine is a multilingual show in English and French (with 
some Mandarin) featuring Will’s most popular educational 
songs. Over the past decade touring schools, Will has developed 
a top-notch interactive school show with witty wordplay and sign 
language that will engage students and teachers to join in the ac-
tions and sing-along choruses. Will’s music explores the themes of 
literacy, creativity, and living a healthy and active lifestyle.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-6
“

"Will put on an amazing show. The kids were moving, singing and fully 
engaged the whole time! His mix of both French and English lyrics 
worked perfectly for our French immersion school and it was done 
seamlessly! Will is a true performer and I would happily welcome him 
to perform at any school."” 

– Heather Cairns, Toronto Principal

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections 

d Experiential Learning

d French Education

SLAM!
In this performance hosted by Brendan McLeod, SLAM poetry  
champions and professional poets compete for top honours in  
front of student judges. This school-tested program illustrates  
how poetry can be a powerful tool for self-expression and social  
commentary, as the performers channel the crowd’s energy into a  
shared sense of community.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 4-12

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Literacy

d Well-being

FR/BIL

AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

AUDIENCE MAX

500

SCHOOL FEE

$915 +HST

Mahlikah  
Awe:ri 

Britta B

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

200

500

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

$549 +HST

$549 +HST

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections 

d Experiential Learning

d Equity & Inclusion

d Indigenous Education

d Well-being

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross Curricular Connections

d Experiential Learning 

d Equity & Inclusion

d Literacy

d Well-being

Becoming a Thunderbird
Becoming a Thunderbird is an interactive engaged performance, 
where young audiences are introduced to Onkwehonwehnéha (Our 
interconnection to all things). The performance explores the roles 
and responsibilities of stewardship as the next generation of water 
protectors, through storytelling, song, slam poetry and digital art.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 4-8

WORKSHOP  Water Is Life: Mni Wiconi
Participants will develop an intentional relationship to water 
through water memory mapping and spoken word.

 WORKSHOP PRICE:   $549 +HST (HALF-DAY), $793 +HST (FULL-DAY)  |   

25 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 4-8

Rebel with a Rhyme
Through a mix of poetry performance and conversation, Britta B 
illustrates how she first came to recognize her voice through the art 
form of spoken word poetry and how it turned into her career. Her 
talk explores themes of identity, diversity, women’s empowerment 
and resiliency as a platform for creative and thriving communities.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 5-12

New
ARTIST

New
ARTIST

25 26

WORKSHOP  Poetry Writing and Performance
In this workshop, some of Canada’s top spoken word poets lead  
students through writing and performance exercises. Students will 
deepen their engagement with the arts, build confidence in their own 
creative potential, and enhance their in-class learning experience.  
Available as 4 simultaneous workshops if booked with a perfor-
mance or 4 consecutive workshops if booked separately. 

 WORKSHOP PRICE:  $152.00 + HST (1 WORKSHOP), $488 + HST  

(4 WORKSHOPS)   |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 6-12 

WORKSHOP  SPEAK
SPEAK is an introduction to spoken word workshop providing 
students an opportunity to develop writing and performance 
techniques. This session includes a brief history of oral traditions, 
writing prompts and energizing activities to build confidence and 
gain comfort with on-stage performance. 

 WORKSHOP PRICE:  $305 +HST  |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 5-12 

»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092 »  For more information please visit www.prologue.org
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UNITY Charity

Emerita  
Emerencia AVAILABLE

Limited Availability

AUDIENCE MAX

100

SCHOOL FEE

1 Show $305 +HST 
2 Shows $476 +HST 
3 Shows $633 +HST

Take It to the Next - Resiliency  
Through Hip Hop
Inspiring youth to develop resilience through positive outlets for 
self- expression, this exclusive 2-person show uses highly acces-
sible and relatable hip hop art forms from experienced artists who 
empower and encourage youth to make positive life choices and to 
develop skills for success.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 4-8  

WORKSHOP  Express Your Stress Workshop
This workshop offers the opportunity for students to access intro-
ductory lessons to hip hop art forms from Unity’s highly skilled 
Artist Educators. In addition to  an introduction to the hip hop 
community, Artist Educators also introduce conversations around 
mental health and wellness. Workshops must be booked with a 
performance.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $457 +HST   |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR.5-12 

CONNECTIONS: 

d Equity & Inclusion

d Experiential Learning

d Literacy

d Well-being

The Mouse, The Ant and the Antelopes
This interactive performance demonstrates the value of humility  
and the importance of sharing and respect. When Chabelita (a 
hand-puppet) has a scary encounter with a mouse, her auntie  
Emerita calms her with her own version of The Town Mouse and the  
Country Mouse, as well as The Ant and the Butterfly and a tale of  
African antelopes.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-4

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Literacy

d Well-being

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

500

SCHOOL FEE

$854 +HST

New
ARTIST
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Rukhsana 
Khan

Nathalie 
Vachon

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Year-round

Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

AUDIENCE MAX

100

100

SCHOOL FEE

SCHOOL FEE

1 show $305 +HST 
2 shows $476 +HST 
3 shows $633 +HST

1 show $305 +HST 
2 shows $476 +HST 
3 shows $633 +HST

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections 

d Experiential Learning

d Equity & Inclusion

d Literacy

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Experiential Learning

d French Education

d Literacy

Stories for Building Bridges
So Much More than an Author Visit!

Using motivational techniques, this dynamic presentation will 
inspire students to overcome obstacles and strive for excellence 
even while they’re exposed to South Asian culture and the inspira-
tion and writing process behind award-winning books. Content is 
adapted to each grade level.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

WORKSHOP  Beyond Stories
Following a performance, Rukhsana helps the students to picture 
the beginning, middle and end of a story, helping them develop 
through imagination and learning how to dissect a story in order to 
write their own. Must be booked with a performance.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $330 +HST  |  30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. K-8

Imagination on the Loose!
Follow Nathalie as she spins original and classic tales that engage, 
inspire and make audiences fall in love with storytelling. This mes-
merizing performance is a fun-filled ride through adventure stories, 
tall tales, folktales and fairy tales with a twist.  With participation, 
wordplay and songs students will see that stories can be found 
everywhere!

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-6
 

WORKSHOP  Stumbling Upon a Story
Following a performance of Imagination on the Loose! for up to 30  
students, Nathalie Vachon offers a dynamic workshop which 
plays with language, reaffirms the fun of grammar, and empowers 
students to be storytellers with a capital S! With her help, students 
will see for themselves that the blank page offers a world of endless 
possibilities. Must be booked with a performance.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $330 +HST  |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 3-8 
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AVAILABLEGr. 9-12

WORKSHOP  Character Building
Following her performance of The Mouse, the Ant and the Antelopes,  
Emerita can offer a workshop to the whole group. With the use  
of drama techniques, movement, music and improvisation, stu-
dents learn to become aware of respect. Must be booked with  
a performance.  

  WORKSHOP PRICE: $330    |  30 STUDENT MAX  |  GR. K-4
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Squirrel Suit 
Productions

Axis Theatre
AVAILABLE

Limited-run, February 
and March 2020

AUDIENCE MAX

500

SCHOOL FEE

$1037 +HST

The ADHD Project
Storyteller/Comedian Carlyn Rhamey shares the trials and 
triumphs of growing up with ADHD and learning to embrace 
what makes us different. From her diagnosis and placement in a 
segregated classroom to navigating her "superpower" now as an 
adult, this is an intimate and honest journey exploring ADHD and 
celebrating neurodiversity. Welcome to Carlyn’s world of chaos, 
creativity and combat within her mind!

RECOMMENDEDGr. 6-12

"Rhamey’s storytelling skills are out in full force here, and it’s not  
something you should miss." 

– New Ottawa Critics

CONNECTIONS: 

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d Literacy

d Well-being

Robinson Crusoe + Friday
An English sailor works against all odds to survive alone for 25 years, 
until one day he rescues an islander and the two develop a remark-
able friendship. Adapted from the classic novel by Daniel Defoe, 
this imaginative retelling emphasizes communication, embracing 
cultural differences and empathy. Set sail with Crusoe and Friday on 
an adventure full of comedic miscommunication, history and heart! 

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Experiential Learning 

AVAILABLE

Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

150

SCHOOL FEE

$488 +HST
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DuffleBag 
TheatreAVAILABLE

Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

300

SCHOOL FEE

$762 +HST 

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d French Education

d Literacy

Fairy Tales & Classics 
DuffleBag Theatre brings classic fairy tales and folktales to life in 
their signature fun-filled and humorous fashion, using audience 
members as the stars. Students will be enchanted by the clever 
stagecraft and witty narration and will be thrilled to watch their 
peers be included in the company’s performances, especially when 
the performers don’t go exactly by the book!

1. BEAUTY AND THE BEAST 

2. CINDERELLA 

3. LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD 

4. PETER PAN 

5. ROBIN HOOD 

6. ROMEO AND JULIET 

7. SLEEPING BEAUTY 

8. SNOW WHITE 

9. THE THREE LITTLE PIGS 

10. THE THREE MUSKETEERS 

11. A CHRISTMAS CAROL

12. 'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE 

CHRISTMAS

1. BLANCHE NEIGE 

2. CENDRILLON 

3. LA BELLE ET LA BÊTE 

4. LA BELLE AU BOIS DORMANT

5. LE PETIT CHAPERON ROUGE 

6. LES TROIS PETITS COCHONS 

7. LES TROIS MOUSQUETAIRES 

8. LA VISIT DU PÈRE NOËL

Bilingual Options

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

29 30

WORKSHOP  Physical Theatre Workshop
This workshop is taught by two cast members of the touring 
production of Robinson Crusoe and Friday. Together the artists and 
students will explore a variety of physical theatre exercises and 
games providing the foundation for performing in a physical theatre 
production. Games and exercises will help stretch the imagination 
and offer a glimpse into the world of physical theatre, improvisation 
& collective creation. 

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $488 +HST  |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 5-8 

»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092 »  For more information please visit www.prologue.org
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"A wonderful experience. I'm not sure who had more fun, the performers 
or the audience. Thank you for another example of a first-rate  
performance for our students." 

– Teacher, St. Thomas

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12



Leslie McCurdy

The Spirit of Harriet Tubman1

This extraordinary play, written and performed by Leslie McCurdy, 
depicts the entire life story of Harriet Tubman, the African-American 
abolitionist slave who led so many of her peers to escape slavery 
through the Underground Railroad. Students learn of the faith and 
conviction that drove Harriet to follow her dreams and the connec-
tion between the spirit of the past and present.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 3-12

Things my Fore-Sisters Saw2

Written and performed by Leslie McCurdy, this one-woman play 
introduces audiences to four Black women who effected significant 
social changes in Canadian History.  This docu-drama portrays real 
historical events, collected from primary and secondary sources, to 
share remarkable stories from the lives of Marie-Joseph Angélique 
–a slave from Montreal, Rose Fortune –the first female police officer 
in Canada, Mary-Ann Shadd – the first Black female newspaper pub-
lisher in Canada, and Viola Desmond, who’s fight against segrega-
tion is honoured on the new Canadian ten-dollar bill .

RECOMMENDEDGr. 5-12

Harriet is My Hero3

Booked in combination with The Spirit of Harriet Tubman, this inter-
active performance introduces primary students to the remark-
able life of Harriet Tubman. Leslie explores Harriet’s heroism with 
students using dolls to re-create aspects of her life as a leading 
abolitionist and "conductor" on the Underground Railroad.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-2

"Her performance was brilliant and inspiring. We felt that Harriet  
Tubman visited our school and we were captivated by Leslie's  
storytelling techniques." 

– Teacher, Toronto

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d Literacy

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

2501 ,2

803

SCHOOL FEE

$793 +HST1,2

$427 +HST3
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Red Sky  
PerformanceAVAILABLE

Limited Availability

AUDIENCE MAX

350

SCHOOL FEE

$1250 +HST 

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

d Experiential Learning

d Indigenous Education

Mistatim 
An unforgettable story of reconciliation for children, Mistatim is 
about the taming of a wild horse and the truest of friendships. A 
simple fence is all that separates Calvin on his ranch and Speck 
on her reservation until a wild horse named Mistatim turns their 
worlds upside down.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

WORKSHOP  Meet the Artist: Dance,  
Voice, Movement
Led by the cast of Mistatim, participants get the opportunity to work 
up close and personal with professional performers in learning ba-
sic voice and body warm-ups, confidence building, theatre games, 
and movement, while being introduced to elements of First Nations 
culture. The participants are encouraged to learn to "take the stage 
and introduce themselves." Must be booked with a performance.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $610    |   25-100 STUDENTS   |   GR. K-6

Tottering  
Biped TheatreAVAILABLE

Limited Year-round 

AUDIENCE MAX

350

SCHOOL FEE

$610 +HST1 

$976 +HST2 

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Equity & Inclusion

Physical Illusions1

This impressive performance presents a series of short stories 
performed through the traditional French storytelling technique of 
Mime. Using his original take on physical theatre, Trevor Copp pres-
ents an underwater adventure, a frantic search for a missing prized 
possession, a dreamer who is fascinated with the stars and a man 
determined to learn how to fly.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 2-8

Liquid Lead2

‘Liquid Lead Dancing’ is a gender neutral system of partner dancing 
created by Trevor Copp and Jeff Fox. Trevor and Jeff deliver a talk and 
workshop promoting the idea of gender equality in dance and life. 
In this convention-breaking performance, they demonstrate ‘Liquid 
Lead’ dance technique in Salsa, Rumba, and Waltz, and invite stu-
dents to try it out for themselves.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 9-12

FR/BIL
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Sheldon  
Casavant

wind in the 
leaves  
collective

AVAILABLE

Limited Year-round

AUDIENCE MAX

300

SCHOOL FEE

$1000 +HST

Exploring the Impossible
Sheldon’s non-traditional approach to magic combines fast-paced 
sleight-of-hand, hilarious audience participation and state-of-
the-art illusions. He shares his personal childhood story of how he 
discovered the secrets of magic tucked away in his local library, 
changing his life forever. Sheldon not only entertains, but inspires 
his audiences to realize that "impossible" is just a frame of mind.

RECOMMENDEDGr. K-8

"We were all so engrossed in all he did to provide a motivating and  
clever performance.  Sheldon not only shared his magic but inspired 
and empowered all who were there with the message, you can be 
anything you want to be with practice, motivation, and heart!  He also 
left us all with motivation and some magic secrets, to try a few magic 
tricks ourselves!" 

- Uncas School

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Cross-Curricular Connections

d Well-being

A Piece of Twisted Steel
This piece offers insight into the intergenerational conflicts and chal-
lenges of an immigrant family from the Caribbean to North America. It 
displays the challenges of being uprooted, facing racism and poverty, 
domestic violence, the passing of the lives of family members and 
resilience in the face of these adversities. This performance ends with 
subtlety, grace and spontaneity, exploring relationships between the 
known and unknown.

RECOMMENDEDGr. 9-12

CONNECTIONS: 

d Character Development

d Equity & Inclusion

d Literacy

d Well-being

AVAILABLE

Limited-run,  
March - April 2020

AUDIENCE MAX

400

SCHOOL FEE

$957 +HST

33 34

STAFF
 
Tim Whalley 
Executive Director

Claire St-Francois 
Project and Development  
Manager

Simone Sicard 
Outreach and Bookings  
Coordinator

 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 
Melvin Hurst, Chair

Hasan Makansi, Vice-Chair

Ivana Corovic, Treasurer

Michelle Yeung, Secretary

Aida Aydinyan

Caitlin Choi

CORE SUPPORTERS

CORPORATE  
SUPPORTER

IN-KIND  
SUPPORT

FOUNDERS
 
Jane Bishop

Joan McCordic

Joan Osler

Mary Mingie

Susan Rubes

WORKSHOP  Interdisiplinary Creations
These workshops can focus on specific disciplines and reach 
classes in music, literature, theatre, dance, history. Workshops will 
help to build student awareness of the craft involved in creating an 
interdisciplinary performance and the stories that will be revealed 
in the performance. Must be booked in sets of 2 or more.

 WORKSHOP PRICE: $373 +HST  |   30 STUDENTS MAX   |   GR. 9-12

Bremely Karthigesu 
Program and Administrative  
Coordinator

Emma Pagacz 
tdsbCREATES Project  
Facilitator

Shelley Cahill 
Finance Coordinator

Jim Valentine

Julie Hanson

Kwame Lennon

Marcus Lundgren (Artist Rep)

Pat McCarthy

Timothy Fitzsimmons

»  Arrange your performance info@prologue.org or 1-888-591-9092

AVAILABLEGr. 9-12
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